This paper discusses the consequences of allowing discontinuous constituents in syntactic representions and phrase-structure rules, and the resulting complications for a standard parser of phrase-structure grammar.
It is argued, first, that discontinuous constituents seem inevitable in a phrase-structure grammar which is acceptable from a semantic point of view. It is shown that tree-like constituent structures with discontinuities can be given a precise definition which makes them just as acceptable for syntactic representation as ordinary trees. However, the formulation of phrase-structure rules that generate such structures entails quite intricate problems. The notions .of linear precedence and adjacency are reexamined, and the concept of "n-place adjacency sequence" is introduced. Finally , the resulting form of phrase-structure grammar, called "Discontinuous Phrase-Structure Grammar" is shown to be parsable by an algorithm for context-free parsing with relatively minor adaptations. The paper describes the adaptations in the chart parser which was implemented as part of the TENDUM dialogue system.
I. Phrase-structure discontinuity grammar and
Context-free phrase-structure grammars (PSGs) have always been popular in computational linguistics and in the theory of programming languages because of their technical and conceptual simplicity and their well-established efficient parsability (Shell, 1976; Tomita, 1985 With this richer conception of PSG it is not at all obvious whether natural languages can be described by context-free grammars (see e .g . Pullum, 1984) . Generalized Phrase-Structure Grammar (GPSG; Gazdar et al., 1985) , represents a recent attempt to provide a theoretically acceptable account of natural-language syntax in the form of a phrase-structure grammar.
Apart from being important in its own right, phrase-structure grammar also plays an important part in more complex grammar formalisms that have been developed in linguistics; in classical Transformational-Generative Grammar the base component was assumed to be a PSG; in Lexical-Functional Grammar a PSG is supposed to generate c-structures, and in Functional Uni f ication Grammar context-free rules generate the input structures for the unification operation (Kay, 1979) .
Phrase-structure grammar has one more attractive side, apart from its technical/conceptual simplicity and its computational efficiency, namely that it seems to fit the semantic requirement of compositionality very well. The compositionality principle is the thesis that the meaning of a natural-language expression is determined by the combination of (a) the meanings of its parts; (b) its syntactic structure. This entails, for a grammar which associates meanings with the expressions of the language, the requirement that the syntactic rules should characterize the internal structure of every expression in a "meaningful" way, which allows the computation of its meaning. In this way, semantic considerations can be used to prefer one syntactic analysis to another. In this example, the NP "which children" can be thought of as having moved out of the PP "from which children", of which only the preposition has been left behind. In order to deal with such cases, in GPSG a special type of syntactic categories have be e n i n t rod uced, called "slash categories"
For instance, the category PP/NP is assigned to a prepositional phrase which "misses" an NP. In the present example, this category would be assigned to "from". The assumption that an NP is missing propagates to higher nodes in the syntactic tree which the phrase-structure rules construct for the sentence, until it is acknowledged at the top level. Diagram (10) (5) and (7), a discontinuous adjective phrase in (3), discontinuous verb phrases in (1) and (4), and a discontinuous adverb phrase in (6).
NP[+WH]
AUX NP V NP PREP NP/NP which children did Ann et ifts from 0
If we want to do justice to the intuition that the sentence at surface level contains a constituent made up by "which children" and "from", we would have to draw a constituent diagram like (11), which, like (9), is no longer an ordinary tree structure. It therefore seems worth investigating the viability of tree-like structures with discontinuities, like (9) and (11).
Trees with discontinuities
If we want to represent the situation that a phrase P has constituents A and C, while there is an intervening phrase B, we must allow the node corresponding to P to dominate the A and C nodes without dominating the B, even though this node is located between the A and C nodes: (13) for any two nodes x and y in the node set of a tree, x < y if and only if for all nodes u and v, if x dominates u and y dominates v, then u < v.
Part of the definition of a tree is also the stipulation that any two nodes either dominate or precede one another: (14) for any two nodes x and y in the node set of a tree, either x D' y, or y D' x, or x < y, or y < x.
This stipulation has the effect of excluding discontinuities in a tree, for suppose a node x would dominate nodes y and z without having a dominance relation with node w, where y < w < z. By (14), either x < w or w < x. But x dominates a node to the right of w, so by (13) (16) two nodes x and y in the node set of a tree are adjacent if and only if x < y and there is no z such that x < z < y.
We shall write "x + y" to indicate that x and y are adjacent (or "neighbours"). A moment's reflection shows that this notion of adjacency unfortunately does not help us in formulating rules that could do a n y thi n g w i t h in t e rnal context constituents.
The It should also be noted that (20) is not consistent with clause (14): by (2@), we do get a precedence relation between a node and its daughter nodes (except the leftmost one) and internal context nodes. This is not quite unreasonable.
In (21), for example, we do want that X < Y, and With the modifications (16) and (22) Two nodes x and y in a tree are adjacent if and only if x < y and there is no node z in the tree such that x < z < y. For example, in the structure (25) the triple (P, Q, E) is an adjacency sequence since (P, Q) is an adjacency pair and Q and E are connected by the sequence of adjacency pairs Q-C-D-E, with C and D constituents of P and Q, respectively. Another example of an adjacency sequence in (25) is the triple (P, B, D) . The triple (P, B, C), on the other hand, is not an adjacency sequence, since P and C share the constituent C. 
DPSG and parsing
From a parser's point of view, a definition of adjacency as given in (24) is not sufficient, since it only applies to nodes within the context of a tree. A parser has the job of constructing such a set from a collection of substructures that may or may not fit together to form one or more trees for the entire sentence.
Whether a number of subtrees fit together is not so easy if the end product may be a tree with discontinuities, since the adjacency relation defined by (20) and (24) Given the arc V(1,2) in the chart, we look up all those rules which have a "free" V as the first constituent. These rules are placed in a separate list, the "activerule list". We "bind" the V's in these rules to the V(1,2) arc, i.e. we establish links between them. When all constituents in a rule are bound, the rule is applied. In this case, the VP(I,2) will be built. This procedure is repeated for the new VP node.
When nothing more can be done, we move on in the chart. The final result in this example is the chart (32). When we use DPSG rules and follow the same procedure, we run into difficulties. Consider the example grammar (33). For the input "V DET N PART" the first constituent that can be built is NP (2,4) ; the second is VP (I,5) . The VP will activate the S rule, but this rule will not be applied since the NP does not have a binding.
And even if it did, the rule would not be applicable as the VP(I,5) and the NP(2,4) are not adjoining in the traditional sense.
In the next section we describe the provisions, added to a standard chart parser in order to deal with these difficulties.
A modified chart parser for DPSG

Finding all applicable rules
To make sure that the parser finds all applicable rules of a DPSG, the following addition was made to the parsing algorithm.
If a rule with internal context is applied, we first follow the standard procedure; subsequently we go through all those rules that appear on the activerule list as the result of applying the standard procedure, giving bindings to those free constituents that correspond in category to the context-element(s) in the rule that was applied.
In the case of (33), this means that just before application of the VP rule (after the PART has been bound), we have the active-rule list (34).
(Underlining indicates that a constituent is bound). It may also be noted that we have combined constituents in this example that are not adjoining in the traditional sense (i.e., in the sense of successive vertex numbers).
In particular, we have applied the rule S --> VP(I,5) + NP(2,4). In a case like this, where the vertex numbers indicate that the constituents in a rule are overlapping, we must test whether these constituents form an adjacency sequence. This test is described below.
The adjacency sequence test
In order to make sure that only consituents are combined that form an adjacency sequence, the parser keeps track of daughter nodes and internal context in a so-called "construction list", which is added to each arc in the chart; internal context nodes are marked as such in these lists. Whether two (or more) nodes share a constituent, in the sense of common domination, is easily detected with the help of these lists.
By organizing these lists in a particular way, moreover, they can also be used to determine whether a sequence of constituents is an adjacency sequence in the sense of definition (28). This is achieved by ordering the elements in construction lists in such a way that an element is always either dominated by its predecessor in the list, or is internal context of it, or is a right neighbour of it. For instance, in the above example (25), P and Q have the construction lists (36):
The rule S --> P + Q + E is now applicable, since the construction list for S would be the result of merging P's and Q's lists with that of E, which is simply E:(), with the result S:(A, B, C, D, E). From this list, it can be concluded that the triple (P, Q, E) is an adjacency sequence, since (P, Q) is an adjacency pair (since P's leftmost daughter, i.e. A, is adjacent to Q's leftmost daughter, i.e. B, as can be seen also in the construction lists), and Q and E are separated in S's construction list by the adjacency pair (C, D), whose elemehts are both daughters of P. Bunt (1985; 1987) .
